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when kavya pratap singh, a chirpy yet feisty girl from ambala, makes a trip to delhi for her marriage
shopping, she meets a young, carefree delhi lad, humpty sharma. humptys father owns a campus
bookstore where humpty and his two best friends, shonty and poplu, have grown up together and

which remains their hangout spot even now. kavya is unattainable for humpty initially, which makes
her even more endearing to him, but being a delhi boy, he is not one to give up so easily. with some
help from his two best friends, he finds out all about her, and through an interesting turn of events

(including a ploy to save kavyas friend gurpreets marriage), they start growing closer to each other..
humpty sharma ki dulhania (2014) official trailer has been released. watch full movie trailer of this
on www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4h7gbp9d1g. this is a hindi movie and available in 720p & 480p

qualities for your mobile/tablet/computer. humpty sharma ki dulhania (2014) release date in india is
on 2nd october, 2014. this movie is based on comedy, drama, romance. this movie is available in hd

print so you can click on the download button below to download humpty sharma ki dulhania
(2014)hd print full movie on internet. humpty sharma ki dulhania (2014) hd print full movie

download full hd print full movie download on
internet.where:www.bollyflix.com.how:download.hindimovie hd print full movie.steps:-1. click on the

hd print full movie download button below
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